Cell competition is a homeostatic mechanism that regulates the size attained by growing tissues. We performed an unbiased genetic screen for mutations that permit the survival of cells being competed due to haplo-insufficiency for RpL36. Mutations that protect RpL36 heterozygous clones include the tumor suppressors expanded, hippo, salvador, mats, and warts, which are members of the Warts pathway, the tumor suppressor fat, and a novel tumor-suppressor mutation. Other hyperplastic or neoplastic mutations did not rescue RpL36 heterozygous clones. Most mutations that rescue cell competition elevated Dppsignaling activity, and the Dsmurf mutation that elevates Dpp signaling was also hyperplastic and rescued. Two nonlethal, nonhyperplastic mutations prevent the apoptosis of Minute heterozygous cells and suggest an apoptosis pathway for cell competition . In addition to rescuing RpL36 heterozygous cells, mutations in Warts pathway genes were supercompetitors that could eliminate wild-type cells nearby. The findings show that differences in Warts pathway activity can lead to competition and implicate the Warts pathway, certain other tumor suppressors, and novel cell death components in cell competition, in addition to the Dpp pathway implicated by previous studies. We suggest that cell competition might occur during tumor development in mammals.
A DULT Drosophila grow to a consistent size and proportion. One way in which tissue size is regulated is through the ''cell competition'' that can occur when growth is perturbed. In the imaginal discs, which give rise to much of the external tissues of the adult fly, cell competition coordinates growth and apoptosis and is required for consistent size regulation (de la Cova et al. 2004) .
Cell competition was first described by Morata and Ripoll (1975) while studying the growth parameters of Minute mutations (M). Many Minutes are now known to correspond to mutations in ribosomal protein genes (Lambertsson 1998) . Homozygosity for M mutations is cell lethal. Heterozygous M/1 cells have a reduced rate of cell division (Morata and Ripoll 1975) , and while M/1 flies grow to a size and shape similar to wild-type flies, they take longer to do so (Lindsley and Zimm 1992) .
In mosaic compartments containing both M/1 and wild-type cells, the M/1 cells are disproportionately eliminated from the developing tissue and may not contribute to the adult animal, even though a wholly M/1 animal would be viable (Morata and Ripoll 1975) . At the same time, growth of the wild-type cells is correspondingly enhanced, sometimes leading the entire compartment to be constructed from just these cells (Simpson 1979; Simpson and Morata 1981) . These reciprocal growth effects in mosaic compartments define cell competition and indicate that the growth rates of cells are moderated in response to that of their neighbors. Cell competition has also been described in mesodermal compartments as well as in imaginal discs, and between cells differing in myc gene expression as well as in ribosome complement (Lawrence 1982; de la Cova et al. 2004; Moreno and Basler 2004) . Recent evidence suggests that cell competition occurs during repopulation of rat liver (Oertel et al. 2006) .
It has been proposed that, in the Drosophila wing primordium, cells compete for the extracellular signaling molecule Dpp (Moreno et al. 2002) . Dpp signaling is proposed to repress the expression of the transcription factor Brinker and thereby prevent Jun N-terminal kinase ( JNK)-mediated apoptosis. This model is based on the findings that cell competition correlates with and can be corrected by Dpp signaling (Moreno et al. 2002; Moreno and Basler 2004) . When M/1 cells are introduced into wing discs by mitotic recombination, these cells and their descendants exhibit reduced Dpp signaling, elevate JNK activity, and are lost by apoptosis. Such competed M/1 clones can be protected by elevated Dpp signaling [achieved by mutating brinker (brk)] or reduced JNK signaling (achieved by mutating the JunKK hemipterous) (Moreno et al. 2002) . Similarly, in 1 the case of competition between cells with differing doses of myc gene expression, overexpression of activated Dpp receptors can rescue the cells with a lower myc dose (Moreno and Basler 2004) .
This model was based on studies of the X-linked genes brk and hemipterous, exploiting a translocation T(1,2)sc S2 to obtain circumstances where FLP-mediated mitotic recombination of the X chromosome uncovered heterozygosity for the second chromosome M(2)60E locus in one class of somatically recombinant cells (Moreno et al. 2002) . Because it focused on candidate genes located on the X chromosome, it is uncertain how many other genes may be required for cell competition and whether novel pathways might also be involved. In addition, a complete version of the model would explain how reduced translational capacity interferes with competition for Dpp, how reduced Dpp signaling activates JNK, and how JNK activity promotes cell death. Furthermore, Dpp availability is expected to differ even among wild-type cells, depending on their distance from the Dpp source, so the survival response to Dpp signaling must be calibrated in some way to explain why differing Dpp levels do not induce cell death during normal development. Thus it is likely that other genes and pathways that have not yet been identified by the candidate gene approach are involved in cell competition.
Another interesting observation is that stimulating cell growth by overexpression of Myc turns such cells into ''supercompetitors'' that can eliminate nearby wildtype cells. Other methods of activating cellular growth, such as overexpression of the phosophoinositide 3-kinase Dp110 or of cyclin D/Cdk4, do not cause supercompetition (de la Cova et al. 2004; Moreno and Basler 2004) . It remains to be determined how many types of growth perturbation induce cell competition and what distinguishes them from growth pathways that do not affect competition.
Both to test the existing model and to identify other genes and pathways involved in cell competition, we performed a genetic screen for autosomal mutations that protect M/1 cells from cell competition. One would predict that mutations in autosomally located, negative regulators of the Dpp pathway, or in positive components of the JNK pathway, would protect M/1 cells from cell competition. The results indicate a complex relationship among cell competition, Dpp signaling, and JNK activity. In addition, we identify a hyperplastic tumor-suppressor pathway and novel cell death genes that are related to cell competition. Not all hyperplastic mutations rescued M/1 clones, confirming that cell competition reflects specific growth perturbations and identifying some of the components.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
] tranformants: A 4-kb BamHI fragment from cytogenetic region 1D, spanning the RpL36 locus (Chen et al. 1996) , was inserted into the pCasPer P-element vector marked with w 1 . Flies were transformed with this construct, and insertions that rescued the Minute bristle phenotype of the deficiency Df(1)R194, which removes the RpL36 gene, were recovered on each chromosome arm.
Drosophila strains and husbandry: The following mutations were employed: ft Grv (Bryant et al. 1988) ; ds UA071 (Adler et al. 1998) ; ex e1 ; aos D7 (Freeman et al. 1992 (Tsuneizumi et al. 1997) . The eyFLP transgene has been described (Newsome et al. 2000) . Dsmurf KG07014 is a P-element insertion also known as P{SUPor-P}lack KG07014 that interrupts the second exon of the Dsmurf transcript (FlyBase). For heat-shock-induced clones, we used a flp122 insertion on the X chromosome. Larvae were subjected to a 60-min heat pulse at 37°, 24-72 hr after egg deposition. Dissection was performed 72 hr after clone induction unless otherwise stated. To assess potential effects of heat shock on cell competition, larvae of genotypes ey-FLP/ M(1)Bld; P[RpL361 w1] arm-lacZ FRT40/FRT40 or 1/ M(1)Bld; P[RpL361 w1] arm-lacZ FRT40/FRT40; Dpp-GAL4, UAS-FLP/1 were subjected to a 1-hr heat pulse 72 hr before dissection and fixation, as would typically be done in experiments where clones are induced by heat shock.
Mutagenesis and screening: RpL36 transgene insertions were recombined with FRT sites for the appropriate arm and used to rescue the M/1 phenotype of Df(1)R194, a deletion of the M(1)Bld and dredd genes. In combination with the Ey-FLP system to generate mosaic eyes (Newsome et al. 2000) , clones of cells lacking RpL36 transgenes were effectively M/1 if heterozygous for Df(1)R194 (Figure 1 ).
Male flies were fed 25 mm EMS in sucrose solution as described (Newsome et al. 2000) and subsequent crosses were performed as described in Figure 1A . All crosses were performed at 25°on standard medium. Because the F 1 flies screened were females, meiotic recombination could occur, and multiple F 2 males were bred and the F 3 generation rescreened to establish each mutant stock because it proved even more difficult to recover strains through the F 2 M/1 females. The numbers of F 1 females screened were the following: 2L, 4535; 2R, 4362; 3L, 2728, 3R, 4853. To test whether the mutations recovered were dominant or recessive, we asked whether heterozygosity for the newly induced mutation would protect M/1 clones induced by recombination on a different chromosome. None did, indicating that they are recessive mutations that protect cells from competition cell autonomously. None of the six mutations had any dominant effect on the time of development from egg laying to eclosion, as would be expected from a second hit to the ribosomal synthesis machinery.
Immunohistochemistry: Imaginal discs were dissected on 0.1 m sodium phosphate (pH 7.2) and fixed in paraformaldehydelysine-periodate (Tomlinson and Ready 1987) for 45 min at 4°. Antibodies were diluted and washes performed in 0.1 m sodium phosphate, 0.3% sodium deoxycholate, and 0.3% Triton X-100. Antibodies used were CM1 (Yu et al. 2002) , rabbit antiSalm (Kuhnlein et al. 1994) , rat anti-Brk (Campbell and Tomlinson 1999) , and mAb40-1a (Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank). Apoptotic cells were visualized using CM1, a polyclonal antiserum raised against activated caspase 3 (Yuet al.
2002
). DRAQ5 (Alexis) was used at 5 mm to stain DNA. Samples were mounted in 75% glycerol/2% n-propyl gallate and imaged using a Bio-Rad (Hercules, CA) Radiance 2000 confocal microscope. Subsequent image analysis was performed using ImageJ (National Institutes of Health) and Photoshop (Adobe Systems).
RESULTS
A screen for autosomal mutations that inhibit cell competition: To identify mutations that prevent Minute heterozygous cells (M/1) from being eliminated by cell competition, we engineered a system in which clones of cells homozygous for newly induced mutations and heterozygous for a deletion of the RpL36 gene were generated in a background wild type for RpL36 ( Figure  1A ). Genomic RpL36 1 transgene insertions were obtained, recombined with FRT sites for the appropriate arm, and used to rescue the M/1 phenotype of Df(1)R194, a deletion of the M(1)Bld and dredd genes (loss of dredd does not affect cell competition; W. Li, unpublished results). In combination with the Ey-FLP system of generating mosaic eyes (Newsome et al. 2000) , the eyes of F 1 female flies contained two genotypes: pigmented cells in which haplo-insufficiency for RpL36 is rescued by P[RpL36 1 w 1 ] and unpigmented Df(1) R194/1 cells ( Figure 1 ). As unpigmented Df(1)R194/1 cells were eliminated by cell competition, they were not seen in adult eyes (Figure 1 , B and C). In eye imaginal discs, Df(1)R194/1 clones were small and fragmented (Figure 1, D and E) . The M/1 clones survived longer in the posterior of the eye, which is the first to become postmitotic as the wave of eye differentiation begins, but were rare in the anterior of the eye, which proliferates for longer (Figure 1, D and E) .
After mutagenesis, 16,478 F 1 females were screened for surviving white eye tissue, resulting in the recovery of six recessive, cell-autonomous mutations in five complementation groups that rescued M/1 eye clones ( Figure  2 ). In principle, dominant mutations might also have been recovered. Since starvation rescues M/1 cells (Simpson 1979) (Figure 1 , F and G) (Schultz 1929; Simpson and Morata 1981) . Such Minute mutations were recognized in the F 1 by their bristle phenotype and discarded. We anticipated that mutations that rescue M/1 cells from competition during growth but subsequently cause defects in differentiation or survival might be recovered through effects on eye morphology . Unlike other mosaic screens (Xu and Rubin 1993; Newsome et al. 2000) , ours recovered only nine mutations with defective eye morphology, because in most cases the mutant tissue would be eliminated by cell competition before adult morphology could be affected. We found that none of the nine mutations prevented the elimination by competition of M/1 cells in imaginal discs, however (data not shown). For example, an allele of Star was recovered, but M/1 S/S cells were eliminated as efficiently as M/1 cells during larval development (not shown). A rough-eye phenotype must be due to the very few surviving S/S M/1 cells. S mutations have strong, nonautonomous effects through failure of cells to secrete the signaling molecule Spitz (Freeman 2002; Klambt 2002 ).
An account of the recessive mutations that were isolated follows. Although the screen has not saturated for such mutations, analysis of these initial mutations led to the testing and identification of other similarly acting genes.
expanded mutations protect cells from competition: Mutation 2L-19 mapped to the left of al and failed to complement the deficiency Df(2)al. This deficiency includes the gene expanded (ex), and 2L-19 failed to complement the mutations ex 1 and ex e1 . The null allele ex e1 was also able to rescue M/1 cells from competition in our assay (data not shown). We therefore conclude that 2L-19 is a new ex allele and have named it ex NY1 . In heteroallelic combinations, ex NY1 behaves similarly to a deficiency and is slightly stronger phenotypically than ex e1 . The ex gene encodes a FERM-domain protein belonging to the Band 4.1 superfamily .
ex, M/1 mutant cells are able to survive and differentiate as eye tissue, contributing to $50% of the adult eye ( Figure 2A ). ex has been previously described as a tumor suppressor Boedigheimer et al. 1997) . When clones of ex NY1 were induced in the absence of M mutations, they occupied most of the eye and caused overgrowth similar to the null allele ex e1 (Blaumueller and Mlodzik 2000) . If cell competition was the result of differential abilities of cells to compete for extracellular Dpp, leading to cell death (Moreno et al. 2002) , then either ex could affect the relative ability of cells to compete for Dpp or ex could be required to induce apoptosis. To test whether ex mutations increased Dpp capture, we used an antibody against Spalt major (Salm), a protein that is expressed in response to high levels of Dpp signaling in the wing primordium (de Celis et al. 1996) . Salm levels were compared in clones of ex NY1 mutant cells and adjacent ex/1 tissue (no cells are M/1 in this experiment). Salm protein levels were higher in ex NY1 clones ( Figure 3A ). Interestingly, Salm levels were reduced in the wild-type (1/1) twin spots, indicating that the effect of ex on Dpp signaling was dose sensitive.
Another target of Dpp signaling is brk. Brk transcription is repressed by Dpp signaling (Campbell and Tomlinson 1999; Jazwinska et al. 1999; Minami et al. 1999; Muller et al. 2003; Martin et al. 2004) . Brk protein levels were reduced in ex NY1 mutant clones, consistent with increased Dpp-signaling activity ( Figure 3B ).
Increased Dpp signaling could be a result of either an increased quantity of available Dpp or an increased sensitivity of the cells to Dpp. The quantity of available Dpp could be increased if ex mutant cells secreted more Dpp than wild-type cells, or removed less Dpp from the extracellular space. In either case, one would expect wild-type cells neighboring ex mutant cells to be exposed to increased Dpp levels. Another possibility is that ex mutant cells are able to sequester Dpp more effectively than wild-type cells. In this case, the wild-type cells immediately adjacent to ex cells would receive less Dpp than cells farther away from the mutant clone. In contrast to these predictions, changes in Salm and Brk appeared cell autonomous (Figure 3, A and B) . This indicated that ex mutant cells had increased sensitivity to Dpp but did not change its extracellular distribution. These results are consistent with the hypothesis that ex mutations protect M/1 cells from competition by increasing the sensitivity of cells to Dpp, so that Dpp signaling in ex, M/1 cells is restored to a level comparable with adjacent wildtype cells. 
-2, and (F) su(comp)3L-1. In the case of su(comp)3R-1 (D), the mutant cells fail to differentiate as eye tissue, resulting in a rough, scarred appearance.
Elevated Dpp signaling might prevent apoptosis of cells undergoing competition (Moreno and Basler 2004) . We compared levels of apoptosis in M/1 and ex, M/1 clones in third instar wing imaginal discs to determine whether ex, M/1 cells survive better, because unlike eye imaginal discs, most of the wing imaginal disc is still growing in third instar eye discs. Forty-eight hours after inducing wing clones, M/1 clones were small and contained dying cells with activated caspases ( Figure  3C ). At least 60% of the dying cells were M/1 ( Figure  3C ). This was an underestimate, as it was more difficult to see the absence of the b-galactosidase label in a single M/1 cell than its presence in a single 1/1 cell, and it is most often single M/1 cells that are in greatest contact with wild-type cells that die (W. Li, unpublished data).
By 72 hr after clone induction, M/1 cells had been almost entirely eliminated from the wing disc ( Figure  3D ). Mosaic discs containing ex, M/1 clones contained similar numbers of apoptotic cells to control discs containing M/1 clones ( Figure 3E) ; the apoptotic cells were predominantly the ex M/1 genotype and adjacent to the clone boundary ( Figure 3E ). ex, M/1 clones continued to grow 72 hr after clone induction ( Figure  3F ). Thus loss of ex did not prevent apoptosis caused by cell competition, but did rescue growth.
fat mutations protect cells from competition: Mutations 2L-13 and 2L-42 were lethal and failed to complement one another. 2L-13 was mapped near the fat gene (ft) by mitotic recombination and failed to complement the lethal alleles ft 8 and ft
Grv
. Furthermore, ft Grv was able to rescue M/1 cells in our assay (data not shown). 2L-13 and 2L-42 were renamed ft NY1 and ft
NY2
, respectively. The ft gene encodes a large, cadherin-like protein (Mahoney et al. 1991) . M/1, ft/ft mutant cells were able to survive and differentiate as eye tissue, contributing to $50% of the adult eye ( Figure 2B ). ft has been previously described as a tumor suppressor, and our new alleles caused overgrowth of mutant tissue in the absence of M mutations similar to the strong loss-of-function allele ft Grv (Bryant et al. 1988) . From the degree of overgrowth of mutant clones, we suggest that ft NY1 is a stronger allele than ft Grv and that ft NY2 is a weaker one (data not shown). As was also true for ex, Salm expression was increased in ft NY1 clones compared to adjacent heterozygous tissue and reduced in the twin spots where cells had two wild-type copies of the ft gene, consistent with dose-dependent effects on Dpp signaling ( Figure 4A ). Like M/1 clones, ft NY1 , M/1 clones contained dying cells 48 hr after clone induction (Figure 4 , B and C). Seventy-two hours after clone induction, ft NY1 , M/1 clones had been eliminated from wing imaginal discs ( Figure 4D ). Because ft mutations did not prevent loss of M/1 clones in the wing imaginal disc, we wondered how they did so in eyes ( Figure 2B ). Both ex
NY1
, M/1 and ft
, M/1 clones survived at more anterior locations in the eye disc than did M/1 clones and grew larger before being ''frozen'' by the arrest in proliferation that accompanies the morphogenetic furrow. However, ft NY1 , M/1 clones did not grow as large as did ex
, M/1 clones did (Figure 4 , E-G). If the posterior eye, which differentiated first, were subject to less competition, then the most anterior position of clone survival in the eye would provide an estimate of the degree of competition. Our data were consistent with the notion that ft rescues M/1 cells to a lesser extent than ex does, so that ft NY1 , M/1 cells survive in parts of the eye that are less sensitive to competition than the wing; our data were also consistent with previous conclusions that competition in developing wings is more severe than elsewhere in the fly (Morata and Ripoll 1975) .
su(comp)3R-1 is a novel tumor suppressor: One of the recovered mutations produced rough eyes and tissue that did not differentiate correctly, so that eye color could not be assessed ( Figure 2F ). su(comp)3R-1 was mapped by recombination with a rucuca chromosome to the interval between sr and e and fails to survive in trans to Df(3R)H-B79, suggesting that su(comp)3R-1 corresponds to an essential gene in the region 92B3-92F13.
M/1, su(comp)3R-1 clones survived eye development ( Figure 2F ). su(comp)3R-1 clones that were not hampered by the M/1 genotype grew even more to exhibit dramatic overgrowth both in eye tissue and in the wing ( Figure 5, A and B) . In the wing imaginal disc, the hyperplastic tissue formed convoluted folds ( Figure 5B) .
su(comp)3R-1 mutant cells gave rise to amorphous tissue in the adult eye, without the photoreceptor rhabdomeres characteristic of eye tissue ( Figure 5C ). su(comp)3R-1 clones caused tumor-like outgrowths in the adult wing and other body parts, and eye differentiation was affected at the imaginal disc stage (data not shown). Although these phenotypes were reminiscent of those caused by mutations in neoplastic tumor suppressors such as scribble (Brumby and Richardson 2003) , labeling with an antibody against Fat, which recognizes the apical junctions of cells, revealed that unlike scrib, the su(comp)3R-1 mutant cells retained apical-basal polarity.
In the wing imaginal disc, su ( but this was difficult to compare quantitatively with those in M/1 clones, because the latter have largely disappeared by this stage and because su(comp)3R-1 mutant clones tended to bulge in the epithelium so that it was difficult to assess their size accurately (Figure 5, D and E) . Spalt levels were dramatically upregulated in su(comp)3R-1 wing clones; large clones that originate in salm-expressing territory autonomously express Salm throughout the overgrown tissue, even where the clone extends beyond the normal Salm domain ( Figure 5F ).
Novel mutations on 3L that permit survival of M/1 cells: Two mutations recovered on 3L were homozygous viable and morphologically normal so that neither complementation testing nor deficiency mapping was possible. su(comp)3L-1 was mapped to the interval between the SNPs 3L105 and 3L120 (Berger et al. 2001) , corresponding to the cytogenetic location 69C2-70D1. su(comp)3L-2 was not mapped, and we cannot say whether these two mutations are in different genes; the phenotypes, however, are similar so the two mutations are described together.
Whereas rescue of M/1 cells was dramatic (Figure 2 , D and E), clones of su(comp)3L-1 or su(comp)3L-2 cells generated in wild-type backgrounds did not outgrow their twin spots (Figure 6 , A-C). This differentiated su(comp)3L-1 and su(comp)3L-2 from the hyperplastic ex, ft, and su(comp)3R-1 mutations. Another difference was that Salm levels were not increased in su(comp)3L-1 or su(comp)3L-2 mutant clones ( Figure 6 , D and E).
We reasoned that su(comp)3L-1 and su(comp)3L-2 might rescue M/1 cells from competition through inhibition of apoptosis. Consistent with this hypothesis, cell death was much reduced in su(comp)3L-1, M/1 or su(comp)3L-2, M/1 clones compared to M/1 clones ( Figure 6, F-H) . This suggested that the mutations acted on M/1 cell survival downstream of, or in parallel to, any role of Dpp signaling. Neither su(comp)3L-1 nor su(comp)3L-2 affected the developmentally regulated burst of apoptosis that accompanies eye morphogenesis in the pupa (data not shown). Thus the mutations do not affect all apoptotic processes and might be specific for cell competition.
Dpp signaling and cell competition: Most mutations that rescued cell competition were either tumor suppressors that elevated Dpp signaling, as measured by Salm or Brk protein levels, or mutations that affected neither Dpp outputs nor growth. This suggested that Dpp signaling and/or hyperplastic growth might rescue cell competition and also that other pathways could be involved.
If elevated Dpp signaling were sufficient to rescue M/1 cells from competition, we would predict that mutations in negative regulators of the Dpp signaling would rescue M/1 eye cells. Dsmurf encodes a ubiquitin ligase that negatively regulates Dpp signaling (Podos et al. 2001) . M/1, Dsmurf cells survived in the adult eye (Figure 7, A and B) . When Ey-FLP was used to generate Dsmurf KG07014 mutant clones in a wild-type background, the Dsmurf KG07014 mutant cells outgrew their wild-type counterparts and contributed to .90% of the adult eye ( Figure 7C ). In clones homozygous for the Dsmurf KG07014 allele, the extent of Salm expression was expanded in the wing disc, confirming an increased response of cells to moderate levels of Dpp ( Figure 7D ). Apoptosis was not suppressed in Dsmurf KG07014 , M/1 clones in the wing, although such clones persisted after control M/1 clones had been eliminated (Figure 7 , E-H). These findings showed that Dsmurf was a negative regulator of Dpp signaling in imaginal discs, as well as in embryogenesis, and negatively regulated growth of both wildtype and M/1 cells although, unlike brk (Moreno et al. 2002) , it does not appear to affect competitive apoptosis. The Dsmurf mutation may affect Dpp-signaling levels less than brk does, or absolute levels of Dpp signaling may not be what is relevant for survival. Figure 1C .
By contrast to Dsmurf, we found that a mutation in the inhibitory Smad Daughters against Dpp (Dad) (Tsuneizumi et al. 1997) did not protect M/1 cells (data not shown). Dad , M/1 cells were effectively competed in the eye. Dad 271-68 clones, however, themselves grow poorly and could not be recovered in the adult eye or in the wing imaginal disc (data not shown).
In addition to examining whether Dpp signaling could rescue M/1 clones, we also tested whether Dpp signaling was necessary. If the mutations such as ex and ft that rescued M/1 cells did so through elevated Dpp signaling, then the Dpp signal transduction pathway would be required in these cells. A null allele of the Mad gene was used to test this for ex. M/1, ex Mad clones were found in adult eyes, although they were smaller than M/1, ex clones (Figures 2A and 7I ). This showed that ex mutants could rescue M/1 clones independently of Dpp signaling, although Dpp signaling did contribute to their size.
Jun N-terminal kinase pathway and cell competition: It has been proposed that JNK-mediated apoptosis is essential for cell competition (Moreno et al. 2002) . Our screen did not isolate known JNK pathway mutations. We tested alleles of misshapen (msn 102 ) (a Ste20 kinase required for JNK activation), basket (bsk 2 and bsk Heat shock and cell competition: Because the JNK pathway can be activated by heat shock (Gibson and Perrimon 2005) , it was possible that inducing mosaicism with eyFlp rather than hsFLP diminished the importance of JNK activity for cell competition. Conversely, heat shock might enhance competition among clones. Consistent with this notion, heat shock enhanced loss of M/1 cell clones induced by eyFlp-mediated recombination (Figure 8, I and J) . Similarly, although M/1 cell clones induced during wing development by Dpp.Flpmediated recombination were competed, their loss was accelerated by heat shock (Figure 8 , K and L; see materials and methods for details).
Role of hyperplastic tumor suppressors in cell competition: Several of the mutations that we recovered in the screen inactivate tumor-suppressor genes. We wondered whether all mutations that induce overgrowth might be able to prevent the loss of M/1 cells through cell competition. The genes dacapo (dap), ft, ex, argos (aos), gap1, TSC1, TSC2, PTEN, warts (wts), salvador (sav), hippo (hpo), archipelago (ago), and karst (kst) were identified in a mosaic screen for mutations that cause overgrowth of mutant tissue (de Nooij et al. 2000; Moberg et al. 2001; Tapon et al. 2002; Harvey et al. 2003; I. K. Hariharan, personal communication) . We tested mutations in these genes to see whether they were able to rescue M/1 eye cells from competition, whether they affected Dpp signaling as assayed by Salm expression, and whether they affected the apoptosis of M/1 cells in the wing disc (results summarized in Table 1 ) did (Figure 9 , A-C). sav, hpo, and wts function in a common pathway that regulates growth and apoptosis (Harvey et al. 2003; Pantalacci et al. 2003; Udan et al. 2003; Wu et al. 2003) . A fourth gene that functions in the same pathway, mats, was recently described (Lai et al. 2005) . We found that the mats roo and mats e235 mutations also protected M/1 cells from competition ( Figure 9D) .
We additionally tested mutations in the neoplastic tumor suppressors lethal giant discs (lgd d7 ), scribble (scrib 2 ), ; compare the negative control in Figure 1C and the positive controls in Figure 2 ). None rescued in eye discs either (B: bsk ; compare the negative control in Figure 1E and the positive controls in Figure 4 , F and G). None of the mutations affected clonal growth adversely by themselves (data not shown). (I-L) M/1 clones were induced continuously in eyes by eyFLP (I and J) or in anterior wings by dppGal4.UAS:FLP (K and L). M/1 clones were eliminated more efficiently in tissues that had been heat-shocked 72 hr earlier (J and L) than in those that had not (I and K). ) and found that they could not rescue M/1 cells (data not shown).
In most cases, there was a correlation between the mutations that elevated Dpp signaling and those that interfered with cell competition. Salm protein levels were increased in clones of cells mutant for hpo
MGH4
, mats roo , wts
MGH1
, and PTEN dj189 (Figure 9 , I-L) but not for sav 3 , dap, aos, gap1, TSC1, TSC2, ago, or kst (data not shown). Thus sav 3 was the only mutation that rescued competition without elevating Salm, and PTEN dj189 was the only mutation elevating Salm but not rescuing competition (Table 1) .
We tested whether sav, hpo, wts, or mts mutations rescued M/1 clones by preventing apoptosis of M/1 cells (Figure 9 , E-H). Although none did so completely, some had quantitative effects. Although hpo
, M/1 cells and mats roo , M/1 cells were mostly eliminated from the wing imaginal disc by 48 hr after clone induction, and entirely lost after 72 hr, by contrast, sav 3 , M/1 cells and wts MGH1 M/1 cells remained 72 hr after clone induction and showed significantly reduced numbers of dying cells compared to M/1 clones (Figure 9 , E-H). It is difficult to draw very strong quantitative conclusions from these data: differences in sizes, shapes, and persistence over time of mutant clones make comparison to precisely matched M/1 control clones difficult because of the problems in genotyping all apoptotic cells as described earlier for M/1 clones and because clones mutant for Warts pathway genes themselves induce cell death in surrounding cells (see below). Nevertheless, it seems likely that mutations in the Warts pathway affect competitive cell death without preventing it completely.
These studies showed that a subset of tumor-suppressor mutations rescued M/1 clones from cell competition. This subset includes all known members of the Warts pathway. While our study was underway, ex and mer were found to be upstream members of this same pathway (Hamaratoglu et al. 2006) . We were not able to examine the effect of mer on cell competition because it is X linked.
Planar polarity and cell competition: In addition to its role in growth suppression, ft is also required for the establishment of correct planar polarity, i.e., the orientation of epithelial cells within the plane of the epithelium (Saburi and McNeill 2005) . Loss of ex function leads to polarity defects in the developing eye, characterized by random orientation of the R3/R4 photoreceptors and leading to inversions of chirality and misrotation of ommatidia. Therefore ex has also been described as a planar polarity gene (Blaumueller and Mlodzik 2000) . It has been suggested that planar cell polarity might be related to the sensing of Dpp gradients (Rogulja and Irvine 2005) .
To determine whether cell competition depends on a pathway common to planar polarity, we tested mutations in each of these planar polarity genes:
), and atrophin (gug 35 ) Fanto et al. 2003; Cho and Irvine 2004; Simon 2004) . None of the mutations was able to rescue M/1 cells (data not shown). Thus the planar polarity signaling pathway that is downstream of ft and ex is not required for competition of M/1 cells.
Warts pathway mutations render cells supercompetitors: Because not all tumor suppressors rescued M/1 clones, we wondered what distinguished the subset that did so. Because it is already known that only certain mechanisms of growth difference induce cell competition (de la Cova et al. 2004), we wondered whether Warts pathway mutations were another example of mutations that caused cell competition directly, contributing to the overgrowth that such mutants exhibit in the presence of 1/1 cells. Cell death was examined in wing discs containing various mutant clones to test whether wild-type cells nearby were killed. Dying cells were seen adjacent to homozygous ex, ft, sav, hpo, or wts clones, although not as many as in M/1 clones adjacent to wild type ( Figure 10 ). The number of dying cells was higher when eyFlp was used, resulting in eye discs mostly comprising mutant cells (Figure 10, E and F) . In addition, cell death also occurred in wild-type cells within the recombinant twin-spot clone adjacent to ex/1 cells, indicating that a different ex gene dose is sufficient to initiate cell competition ( Figure 10A ). Cell death was not altered from normal levels when clones of cells 
Mutations in the following genes were also tested and found not to rescue M/1 cells in the adult eye: msn, jun, RhoA, bsk, lgl, lgd, scrib, ds, fz, gug, fj. homozygous for control FRT chromosomes were induced, whether by heat-inducible or eyFlp methods (data not shown). Thus, the tumor-suppressor mutations that rescued M/1 cell competition were themselves supercompetitor mutations. DISCUSSION We isolated mutations that protect clones of RpL36/1 cells from cell competition during Drosophila eye development. Except for mutations of other Minute loci, the mutations acted recessively (Table 1) . We recovered mutations at three tumor-suppressor loci, each of which elevated Dpp signaling, and two of which also affect planar cell polarity. Another pair of mutations completely prevented competitive cell death, but did not affect Dpp signaling or cause hyperplastic growth. We did not recover mutations in known negative regulators of Dpp signaling or in the JNK pathway. Because they could have been missed by chance, these candidates were tested directly, along with known tumor-suppressor and planar polarity genes, to evaluate the role of the Dpp, JNK, planar polarity, and tumorsuppressor pathways in cell competition. Our results identify new components of competitive cell death and implicate the Warts pathway in cell competition.
Dpp signaling: Most tumor-suppressor mutations that rescue M/1 cells also elevated Dpp signaling to some degree, and mutating Dsmurf to elevate Dpp signaling rescued M/1 cells, consistent with the existing notion that cells compete for Dpp to survive (Moreno et al. 2002; Moreno and Basler 2004) . However, M/1 clone survival was rescued despite continuing cell death, although it is difficult to be certain that rates of cell death were not reduced. Since Dpp signaling also enhances growth (Rogulja and Irvine 2005) , an alternative basis for rescue may be that cell death is insufficient to eliminate M/1 clones that are growing faster due to elevated Dpp signaling. However, ex mutations protected M/1 cells during eye development even in the absence of the Mad gene, providing a demonstration that M/1 clones can be rescued independently of the Dpp pathway ( Figure 7I ).
Evaluating the contribution of Dpp is further complicated by recent findings that Dpp affects growth through multiple mechanisms. Even within the wing imaginal disc, Dpp signaling autonomously promotes growth proximally and suppresses growth distally, while discontinuities in Dpp-signaling levels promote growth nonautonomously (Rogulja and Irvine 2005) . Assessing the contribution of Dpp through loss-of-function experiments in the wing is made difficult by the role of vestigial, a gene required for proliferation and survival of cells in the wing pouch, and specifically expressed there as a target of Dpp signaling (Cohen 1996; Kim et al. 1996 Kim et al. , 1997 Martin-Castellanos and Edgar 2002) . In the wing, cells unable to receive Dpp die secondarily to mechanical exclusion of these cells from the wing imaginal disc epithelium (Gibson and Perrimon 2005; Shen and Dahmann 2005) . Exclusion may depend on vg, which has been shown to regulate the cell adhesion properties of wing cells (Liu et al. 2000) . Thus the wing may differ from the eye and other tissues where the vg gene is neither expressed nor required and where cells unable to receive Dpp are not automatically excluded (Fu and Baker 2003) . These complications make deeper understanding of the relationship of Dpp signaling to cell survival and growth during cell competition challenging.
The overall conclusion from our genetic screen is that the broad correlation between mutations that rescue M/1 clones and elevated Dpp signaling is generally consistent with the notion that competition between M/1 and wild-type cells affects Dpp signaling, but that other mechanisms and signaling pathways may also be involved (see below).
JNK signaling: The failure of several mutations in the JNK pathway to rescue M/1 clones was surprising in view of the rescue of M/1 clones by mutation of the JunKK hep (Moreno et al. 2002) . It has also been reported that the JNK pathway is not essential for competition among cells expressing different Myc levels (de la Cova et al. 2004) . One possible technical issue concerns the genotypes used to generate M/1 clones experimentally, each of which also affects other genes. Although the principle of using translocation loss to uncover an unlinked Minute genotype (Moreno et al. 2002) is the same as our use of a transgene, heterozygosity for Df(2R)M60E renders some 20-30 genes haploid, whereas heterozygosity for Df(1)R194 removed one copy of the RpL36 and dredd genes only. We do not think dredd plays a significant role in cell competition (W. Li, unpublished results), but have not studied genes deleted by Df(2R)M60E. Perdurance is a further concern. If clones of homozygous mutant cells lose msn, bsk, RhoA, or jun function less rapidly than hep function, then the importance of the former genes may be underestimated by mosaic analysis.
Other data raise the possibility that JNK may contribute to cell competition indirectly. Heat shock potentiates JNK activity and apoptosis in cells with impaired Dpp signaling (Gibson and Perrimon 2005) . We found that heat shock also enhanced the elimination of M/1 clones in eye and wing discs (Figure 8 ). It is possible that, when M/1 and wild-type cells compete, genotypes and conditions that alter the threshold of cell death modify the rate at which cell competition occurs. Since our screen made use of an eye-specific recombinase rather than a heat-shock-induced recombinase, no contribution of heat-shock-induced JNK activity would be expected.
Evidence for a novel death pathway: Instead of known autosomal components of the Dpp and JNK pathways, our screen identified two novel mutations that prevented competitive cell death. It is not yet possible to determine whether the su(comp)3L-1 and su(comp)3L-2 mutations are allelic, as the effect on cell competition is scored only in homozygous clones and as both mutations lack any other obvious phenotype. Neither detectably affected Dpp signaling. These results suggest the existence of a distinct mechanism that activates apoptosis in cells undergoing competition. The mechanism may be relatively specific for this purpose, since these mutations were viable and did not affect apoptosis that occurs during normal eye development. Consistent with this hypothesis, we find that competitive apoptosis occurs independently of several genes with functions in other forms of apoptosis and in part depends on specific interactions with neighboring cells (W. Li and N. E. Baker, unpublished results). Further work will be required to determine whether su(comp)3L-1 and su(comp)3L-2 affect components of a novel death pathway.
Warts pathway: Many of the recessive mutations that permitted M/1 cells to survive and to contribute to adult tissues behaved as ''tumor suppressors'' in the absence of cell competition (Table 1) . That is, homozygous cells showed hyperplastic growth compared to the twin-spot controls when no M mutation was present. All known members of the Warts pathway rescued M/1 cells. It is possible that the ft and su(comp)3R-1 mutations might be unrecognized members of the Warts pathway, as it has been suggested that this pathway might be regulated by a receptor acting upstream of ex (Hamaratoglu et al. 2006) . More recent studies confirm the notion that fat regulates the Warts pathway (Cho et al. 2006; Silva et al. 2006; D. M. Tyler and N. E. Baker, unpublished results) .
The simplest explanation for the recovery of tumorsuppressor mutations that rescue M/1 clones is that growth of the competed cells was promoted to such an extent that apoptosis was insufficient to remove them. In this view, tumor-suppressor mutations would affect growth independently of cell competition. This model predicts that all tumor-suppressor mutations should rescue M/1 clones, depending on their quantitative effects on growth, and does not predict that such mutations will necessarily affect Dpp signaling or competitive cell death.
Our results contrasted with this simple model. Not all tumor-suppressor mutations rescued cell competition ( Table 1 ). Those that did so generally elevated Dpp signaling, and some reduced apoptosis but did not eliminate it. In addition to rescuing M/1 cells from competition, Warts pathway mutations converted wild-type cells into supercompetitors. This is significant, because juxtaposition of cells with different growth rates does not always result in the elimination of the slower cells by competition (de la Cova et al. 2004) . This indicates that the Warts pathway is one of a few growth pathways able to induce cell competition by itself and raises the possibility that rescue of M/1 clones is related to this.
One feature common to most Warts pathway mutants is enhanced Dpp signaling. However, ex mutations protected M/1 clones even in the absence of the Mad gene. The Warts pathway may activate growth and survival not only through Dpp signaling, but also through multiple signaling pathways, perhaps through a general effect on endocytosis ; D. M. Tyler and N. E. Baker, unpublished results; B. Pellock and I. K. Hariharan, unpublished results). In addition, it is possible that Warts pathway mutations that promote survival do so independently of any effect on Dpp signaling, because many upregulate DIAP1 transcription (Harvey et al. 2003; Pantalacci et al. 2003; Udan et al. 2003; Wu et al. 2003; Huang et al. 2005) .
The finding that Warts pathway mutations are supercompetitors indicates that changes in Warts pathway activity itself result in competition. Our results raise the possibility that activity of the Warts pathway might be altered at boundaries between M/1 and wild-type cells, contributing either to death and elimination of M/1 cells or to compensating proliferation by wild-type cells that replace them. One challenge to this model is that Warts pathway mutants did not completely suppress M/1 cell death. It remains possible that the mutations used did not remove all Warts pathway activity or that Warts pathway activity is not the only factor promoting M/1 cell death. Alternatively, Warts pathway mutations might identify a parallel mechanism of competition, independent of that induced at M/1 clone boundaries. In this case, Warts pathway mutants rescue M/1 clones because adjacent wild-type and M/1 cells compete with one another through competing mechanisms, resulting in a stalemate.
Mammalian homologs of Warts family members are implicated in cancers (St. John et al. 1999; Tapon et al. 2002; McClatchey and Giovanni 2005; Takahashi et al. 2005) . This provides further evidence that cell competition may contribute to the development and progression of cancer, in addition to the ability of the proto-oncogene Myc to induce cell competition (de la Cova et al. 2004; Moreno and Basler 2004) . Because most cancers have a genetic basis (Hanahan and Weinberg 2000) , the affected individuals are genetic mosaics, so that competition between tumor and wildtype cells for survival and growth could occur at tumor boundaries. The effects might include the progressive elimination of normal cells by cancerous ones, similar to the supercompetitive effect of Warts mutant cells in Drosophila, or the protection of tumor cells from competition with normal cells, similar to the protection of M/1 cells in Drosophila.
